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Heavyquark electroproduction in the FFNS
Only 3 light flavors appear in the initial state
The dominant mechanism is photon-gluon fusion
The coefficient functions are known up to the NLO
Witten NPB 104, 445 (1976)
Laenen, Riemersma, Smith, van Neerven NPB 392, 162 (1993)

Involved high-order calculations:
– NNLO terms due to threshold resummation
Laenen, Moch PRD 59, 034027 (1999)
Lo Presti, Kawamura, Moch, Vogt [hep-ph 1008.0951]

– limited set of the NNLO Mellin moments

Ablinger at al. NPB 844, 26 (2011)
Bierenbaum, Blümlein, Klein NPB 829, 417 (2009)

At large Q the leading-order coefficient → ln(Q/mh)
and may be quite big despite the suppression by factor of
αs and should be resummed
Shifman, Vainstein, Zakharov NPB 136, 157 (1978)

→ a motivation to derive the VFN scheme matched to
the FFNS (ACOT...., RT..., FONLL....)
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Factorization scheme benchmarking
Data allow to discriminate factorization
schemes
FFN scheme works very well in case of
correct setting (running mass definition
and correct value of mc) → no traces of
big logs due to resummation

H1 and ZEUS hep-ex 1506.06042

We conclude that the FFN fit is actually based on a less precise theory, in that it does not include full
resummation of the contribution of heavy quarks to perturbative PDF evolution, and thus provides a less
accurate description of the data
NNPDF PLB 723, 330 (2013)
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Statistical check of biglog impact in ABM12 fit
HERA-I e+p
Q2min (GeV2)

χ2/NDP

10

366 / 324

100

193 / 201

1000

95 / 83

pulls=const + slope * log(Q2/Q20)

No traces of big logs
(cf. Extras and sa, Blümlein, Moch hep-ph/1307.7258)
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HERA charm data in the ABM fit
Combined H1-ZEUS data on the c-quark DIS
H1/ZEUS PLB 718, 550 (2012)

Approximate NNLO massive Wilson coefficients
(combination of the threshold corrections,
high-energy limit, and the NNLO massive OMEs)
Kawamura, Lo Presti, Moch, Vogt NPB 864, 399 (2012)

Running-mass definition of mc
Χ2/NDP=61/52
mc(mc)=1.15±0.04(exp.) GeV
NLO
mc(mc)=1.24±0.03(exp.),+0.-0.07(th) GeV NNLO
Good agreement with the e+e- determinations →
the FFN scheme nicely works for the existing data

sa, Blümlein, Daum, Lipka, Moch PLB 720, 172 (2013)

mc(mc)=1.246±0.023 (h.o.) GeV NNLO
Kiyo, Mishima, Sumino hep-ph/1510.07072)

RT optimal
Χ2/NDP=82/52
mc(pole)=1.25 GeV
F0NLL
Χ2/NDP=60/47
mc(pole)=1.275 GeV
S-ACOT-χ
Χ2/NDP=59/47
m (pole)=1.3 GeV

NNLO
MMHT14 EPJC 75, 204 (2015)

NNLO
NNPDF3.0 JHEP 1504, 040 (2015)

NNLO
CT14 hep-ph 1506.07443
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No advantage of the VFN scheme: the VFN χ2 values are
systematically bigger than the FFN ones
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SACOT-χ predictions miss data at small Q
8
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cquark mass in different schemes
In contrast, the values of pole mass mc used by
different groups and preferred by the PDF fits are
systematically lower than the PDG value

sa, Daum, Lipka, Moch hep-ph/1209.0436

Good agreement of mc(mc) obtained from DIS
in the FFN scheme with the e+e- results
Wide spread of the mc obtained in
different version of the GMVFN schemes →
quantitative illustration of the GMVFNS uncertainties

H1/ZEUS PLB 718, 550 (2012)
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Higgs c.s. in different scenarios
αs(MZ)=0.118, nominal PDFs
αs(MZ)=0.115, nominal PDFs
αs(MZ)=0.118, PDFs with αs(MZ)=0.115
Nominal αs(MZ) and PDFs

αs(MZ)=0.115,+0.006,-0.004
CT14 hep-ph 1506.07443

A spread in c.s. due to straightforward change in αs
Change in the gluon distribution due to change in the fit setting, which can lead both
to the change in αs and gluons → difficult to estimate in advance, roughly gives smaller
effect
Crude combination of these two gives an uncertainty of ~4 pb (10 %).
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Summary
The FFN PDFs with the NNLO massive coefficients and running mass definition
provides good description of the existing data
– no impact of big logs at large Q2 up to 10000 GeV2
The VFN PDFs in general provide worse description of the charm production data
– low value of pole c-quark mass mc(pole)≃ 1.3 GeV in contradiction to world
average; the shift of mc(pole) leads to sizable shift in the Higgs c.s. → mc is
a tuning parameter of the VFN schemes
The Higgs c.s. for the LHC energy of 13 TeV with account of the uncertainty
due to possible variation of αs(MZ) by -0.003, within the range preferred by the
LHC data on jet and t-quark production, is roughly estimated as laying in the
range of 39-43 pb, with an uncertainty of ±5%.

EXTRAS

BMSN prescription of GMVFNS

Buza, Matiounine, Smith, van Neerven EPJC 1, 301 (1998)

Cacciari, Greco, Nason JHEP 9805, 007 (1998)

sa, Blümlein, Klein, Moch PRD 81, 014032 (2010)

Very smooth matching with the FFNS at Q → mh
Renormgroup invariance is conserved; the PDFs
in MSbar scheme
In the O(αs2) the FFNS and GMVFNS are comparable at
large scales since the big logs appear in the high order
corrections to the massive coefficient functions
Glück, Reya, Stratmann NPB 422, 37 (1994)

The big-log resummation is important

NNPDF

The value of αS(MZ) is reduced in FFN

MSTW

αS(MZ)=0.1135±0.0014

FFN

αS(MZ)=0.1129±0.0014

BMSN
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FOPT PDFs and QCD evolution
LO c-quark PDF (FOPT)
LO massive OME
c-quark evolution in LO, FOPT
boundary condition at μ0 ≈ mc
(FOPT – evolved) in LO:

0

μ = mc

NLO massive OME

(FOPT – evolved) in NLO:
NLO:
NNLO*:

≠0

μ = mc

NLO evoultion with the FOPT boundary conditions in NLO
NNLO evoultion with the FOPT boundary conditions in NLO

Blümlein, Riemersma, Botje, Pascaud, Zomer, van Neerven, Vogt hep-ph/9609400
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Comparison of the FOPT and evolved cquark PDFs

The difference between FOPT and evolved PDFs is localized at small scales: uncertainties
due to missing high-orders rather than impact of the big-log resummation
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BMSN with the evolved PDFs
H1/ZEUS PLB 718, 550 (2012)
Combined HERA charm production data
PDFs from variant of ABM11 fit with mc=1.4 GeV (pole mass definition), option A of NNLO W.coef.
Two variants of 4-flavor PDF evolution
NNLO (consistent with the light PDF evolution,
inconsistent with the NLO matching) **
NLO (inconsistent with the light PDF evolution,
consistent with the NLO matching)
** commonly used in the VFN fits
Substantial difference between NLO and NNLO
versions
The evolved predictions demonstrate strong
x-dependence and weak Q2-dependence
The difference with FOPT appears rather due to
inconsistent evolution than due to big-logs → should
be considered as a theoretical uncertainty in the VFN
predictions

For the FFN scheme basic uncertainties are due to:
– incomplete NNLO terms in the massive
Wilson coefficients
– the c-quark mass variation (marginal if fitted
to the data and/or constrained from e+e- data)
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